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ABSTRACT

We study the effect of plasma composition on the dynamics and morphology of the relativistic astro-

physical jets. Our work is based on a relativistic total variation diminishing (TVD) simulation code.

We use a relativistic equation of state in the simulation code which accounts for the thermodynam-

ics of a multispecies plasma which is a mixture of electrons, positrons, and protons. To study the

effect of plasma composition we consider various jet models. These models are characterized by the

same injection parameters, same jet kinetic luminosity, and the same Mach numbers. The evolution

of these models shows that the plasma composition affects the jet head propagation speed, the struc-

ture of the jet head, and the morphology despite fixing the initial parameters. We conclude that the

electron-positron jets are the slowest and show more pronounced turbulent structures in comparison

to other plasma compositions. The area and locations of the hot-spots also depend on the composi-

tion of jet plasma. Our results also show that boosting mechanisms are also an important aspect of

multi-dimensional simulations which are also influenced by the change in composition.

Keywords: Relativistic Jets; Computational methods; Galaxy jets; Relativistic fluid dynamics

1. INTRODUCTION

Collimated relativistic outflows or jets are a common feature of active galactic nuclei (AGN) as well as of microquasars

(i. e., an X-ray binary where a stellar-mass black hole/neutron star is the primary and a normal star is the secondary).

These jets carry a large amount of kinetic energy which is transported away from the center of gravity. Many of these

jets are radio bright. Depending upon the energy, the radio emitting extragalactic jets (i. e., from AGN) are classified

into two categories namely FR-I and FR-II (Fanaroff & Riley 1974). The FR I are the low luminosity jets with brighter

structures close to the nucleus and the FR II sources have powerful jets and the maximum brightness is at the regions

of jet termination. Apart from the difference in power, possibly the interaction between the jet beam and external

medium, the effect of entrainment, and mixing due to different types of jet instabilities (Rossi et al. 2020) also play

a significant role in shaping the FR-I and FR-II morphology. The understanding of the morphology and dynamics of

the jets has significantly improved by analytical (Blandford & Rees 1974; Komissarov 1994; Kawakatu & Kino 2006;

Bromberg et al. 2011) and numerical studies (Mart́ı et al. 1997; Mioduszewski et al. 1997; Mizuta et al. 2004; Seo

et al. 2021). All these numerical simulations show that the jets produce complex structures with shocks, back flow,

and instabilities when they interact with the ambient medium. The growth in computational power and improvement

in numerical algorithms has given a tremendous boost to this subject. The high-resolution shock capturing (HRSC)

simulation methods (Marti et al. 1994; Duncan & Hughes 1994; Walg et al. 2013) improved the understanding of the

morphology of relativistic jets. Recently, the numerical studies have been expanded to include the effect of magnetic

field on jet dynamics through magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulations (Keppens et al. 2008; Mignone et al. 2010;

Hardcastle & Krause 2014; Komissarov & Porth 2021). Numerical simulation codes solve the set of conservation laws

along with an equation of state (EoS) which relates the thermodynamic variables like internal energy, pressure, and

mass density. Most of the simulation codes are based on the ideal gas equation of state, in which the adiabatic index

remains a constant parameter (4/3 for hot gas and 5/3 for cold gas). This EoS is a reasonable approximation if

the flow remains ultra-relativistic or non-relativistic throughout its evolution. But for the astrophysical jets which
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span over very large length scales and vary over a large span of temperatures and propagation velocities, the use

of fixed adiabatic index EoS is not physically consistent. Jets also exhibit strong shocks where the gas is heated

to extreme temperatures. In the context of astrophysical jets, Duncan et al. (1996) highlighted the importance of

using an EoS which self-consistently calculates the adiabatic index. The EoS for relativistic fluid has been computed

independently by various authors (Chandrasekhar 1939; Synge 1957). However, the expressions for these EoS involve

complicated modified Bessel functions, hence, their implementation in the simulation codes is a complicated task and

it increases the computational cost as well (Falle & Komissarov 1996). To avoid this extra computational cost and

numerical difficulties, many algebraic approximations have been proposed (Mathews 1971; Mignone et al. 2005; Ryu

et al. 2006) for the relativistic EoS. These EoS self-consistently calculate the adiabatic index from the information of

temperature and account for the transition between cold to hot thermal states (and vice versa) in a consistent manner.

It was shown that the EoS proposed by Ryu et al. (2006) mimics the one by Chandrasekhar, extremely well. The

EoS proposed by (Ryu et al. 2006) was extended by Chattopadhyay & Ryu (2009, abbreviated as CR EoS) for the

plasma composed of dissimilar particles. CR EoS can account for a mixture of electrons, positrons, and protons which

allows us to study the effect of plasma composition on the dynamics of astrophysical flows. CR EoS has been used

in many analytical investigations and the effect of plasma composition was studied (Chattopadhyay & Chakrabarti

2011; Chattopadhyay & Kumar 2016; Singh & Chattopadhyay 2019; Sarkar et al. 2020; Joshi et al. 2022a; Sarkar

& Chattopadhyay 2022). However, to date, there is a lack of numerical investigations to study the effect of plasma

composition on jet dynamics (with a notable exception of Scheck et al. 2002). In our previous analytical investigation

(Joshi et al. 2021), we obtained the exact solution of one-dimensional jet using CR EoS. We investigated when a

Riemann problem will behave like a jet (forward shock or FS - Contact discontinuity or CD - reverse shock or RS)

and when it will behave like a shock tube test (FS - CD - rarefaction fan or RF). We also studied the effect of plasma

composition on the propagation speed of the jet head and on the shock dynamics. Based on the algorithms of Ryu

et al. (2006); Chattopadhya et al. (2013) we developed a one-dimensional relativistic code that incorporates gravity

in the weak field limit to study radiatively driven, transonic, relativistic jets around black holes (Joshi et al. 2022b).

In this paper, we extend the work of Joshi et al. (2021) to two-dimensional axis-symmetric relativistic jet simulations.

The metric is special relativistic but in cylindrical geometry in the space dimension. Since in multi-dimension the

injected jet material is deflected back and interacts with the injected jet material the evolution of morphology is likely

to be quite different from the one-dimensional study. We do see in multi-dimensional simulations, the propagation

speed of the jet-head (CD) can be higher or lower than the one-dimensional estimate depending on how many RFs

are produced. We would like to study it while using the CR EoS. Moreover, is the creation of RFs also affected by

jet composition, which therefore affects the jet propagation speed? In this paper, we study jet dynamics in general

and in particular, the effect of plasma composition on jet physics. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we

describe the governing equations, details of the simulation setup, and CR EoS. In Section 3.1 we discuss the results

describing the morphology and dynamics of the jet. Section 3.3 is devoted to show the effect of plasma composition

on the jet morphology. A brief discussion and conclusion of the work follow in Section 4.

2. NUMERICAL SETUP AND GOVERNING EQUATIONS

We solve the relativistic hydrodynamic equations in two-dimensional cylindrical geometry (r, z) and the three velocity

vector is given by v ≡ (vr, 0, vz). We use a uniform spacing grid ∆r = ∆z = constant to discretize the computational

domain in 750× 6000 cells. In code units, this domain is of the size r = 5, z = 40. The reflection boundary condition

in imposed along the z-axis. The initial jet beam is resolved by 10 × 10 cells, so the computational domain covers a

region of 75rb × 600rb. The jet material is continuously injected using a fixed jet base. The outer r and z boundaries

are kept as outflow boundaries. Assuming a beam size rb = 0.4 kpc the computational domain covers 30 kpc×240 kpc.

The unit time in code is equal to 2 × 104 years. The injected jet material travels through a dense, static ambient

medium, and the density of the ambient medium is kept constant. We have performed simulations for various jet

parameters which are listed in Table 1. The injection velocity vj = 0.995 which corresponds to injection beam Lorentz

factor γj = 10, is kept same for all the models. The time evolution of jet material is governed by the equations

∂D

∂t
+

1

r

∂

∂r
[rDvr] +

∂

∂z
[Dvz] = 0 (1a)

∂Mr

∂t
+

1

r

∂

∂r
r [Mrvr + p] +

∂

∂z
[Mrvz] =

p

r
(1b)
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∂Mz

∂t
+

1

r

∂

∂r
r [Mzvr] +

∂

∂z
[Mzvz + p] = 0 (1c)

∂E

∂t
+

1

r

∂

∂r
r [(E + p)vr] +

∂

∂z
[(E + p)vz] = 0 (1d)

where D, Mr, Mz, E are the conserved quantities, namely the mass density, radial and axial component of momen-

tum density and total energy density respectively. All these quantities are measured in laboratory frame and these are

related with primitive variables as

D = ργ (2a)

Mr,z = γ2ρhvr,z (2b)

E = γ2ρh− p (2c)

The variables ρ, p, h denote proper rest mass density, pressure and specific enthalpy respectively. vr, vz are the

radial and axial components of the velocity which are related with Lorentz factor as

γ =
1√

1− v2
with v2 = (vr)2 + (vz)2 (3)

In order to solve the set of equations 1a-1d, we need an additional equation as a closure relation. This closure

equation is commonly known as equation of state (EoS).

2.1. Equation of state

The equation of state i.e., EoS, relates the thermodynamic variables internal energy density, rest mass density, and

pressure. Most of the analytical and numerical studies use an ideal gas with a fixed adiabatic index. Fixing the

adiabatic index can be a reasonable approximation only if the flow remains either ultra-relativistic or non-relativistic.

However, in the case of astrophysical jets, the use of ideal gas EoS will be inconsistent as the jets cover a very long

distance and temperature varies significantly. Also, the relativistic jets are known to have multiple shock heated

regions, which will contain thermally relativistic gas. Hence, it is desirable to use an EoS which accounts for self

consistent evolution of the adiabatic index (Duncan et al. 1996). We use CR EoS (Chattopadhyay & Ryu 2009) for

relativistic multispecies fluid, which is a very close fit to the exact EoS derived by Chandrasekhar (1939). The EoS is

in the form

e = ρf (4)

where,

f = 1 + (2− ξ)Θ
[

9Θ + 6/τ

6Θ + 8/τ

]
+ ξΘ

[
9Θ + 6/ητ

6Θ + 8/ητ

]
(5)

The mass density of fluid given as ρ = Σinimi = ne−me(2 − ξ + ξ/η), where ξ = np/ne− , η = me/mp and ne− , np,

me and mp are the electron number density, the proton number density, the electron rest mass, and proton rest mass.

Θ = p/ρ is a measure of temperature and τ = 2− ξ + ξ/η. The expressions for sound speed and polytropic index are

given as

a2 =
1

h

∂p

∂ρ
= − ρ

Nh

∂h

∂ρ
=

ΓΘ

h
(6)

N = ρ
∂h

∂p
− 1 =

∂f

∂Θ
= 6

[
(2− ξ)9Θ2 + 24Θ/τ + 8/τ2

(6Θ + 8/τ)2

]
+ 6ξ

[
9Θ2 + 24Θ/(ητ) + 8/(ητ)2

{6Θ + 8/(τη)}2

]
(7)

The adiabatic index is related with the polytropic index as Γ = 1 + 1
N , which will be a function of Θ.

The set of relativistic hyperbolic conservation laws (1a-1d) is solved using a relativistic total variation diminishing

(TVD) routine. Originally, the TVD scheme was proposed to solve the set of non-relativistic hydrodynamic conser-

vation laws (Harten 1983). The relativistic TVD simulation code to incorporate the relativistic EoS has been built
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Model ρj Θj M hj ξ Lj (erg s−1) ρa Θa ha

OD 1.0 0.02 59.66 1.06 1.00 1.02× 1045 2× 103 1× 10−5 1.00002

A1 1.0 0.20 20.69 1.57 0.00 3.04× 1045 1× 103 1× 10−4 1.000250

A2 1.0 0.20 23.42 1.76 0.20 3.41× 1045 1× 103 1× 10−4 1.000253

A3 1.0 0.20 22.89 1.73 0.50 3.35× 1045 1× 103 1× 10−4 1.000257

A4 1.0 0.20 22.05 1.67 1.00 3.23× 1045 1× 103 1× 10−4 1.000259

B1 1.0 0.49 16.33 2.54 0.00 4.92× 1045 1× 103 5.62× 10−4 1.0014

B2 1.0 0.40 19.13 2.54 0.20 4.92× 1045 1× 103 5.27× 10−4 1.0014

B3 1.0 0.42 18.41 2.54 0.50 4.92× 1045 1× 103 5.04× 10−4 1.0014

B4 1.0 0.45 17.47 2.54 1.00 4.92× 1045 1× 103 5.01× 10−4 1.0014

C1 1.0 0.20 21.0 1.57 0.00 3.03× 1045 1× 103 1.00× 10−4 1.000250

C2 1.0 0.29 21.0 2.15 0.20 4.16× 1045 1× 103 1.02× 10−4 1.000258

C3 1.0 0.27 21.0 2.00 0.50 3.87× 1045 1× 103 1.03× 10−4 1.000265

C4 1.0 0.24 21.0 1.82 1.00 3.52×1045 1× 103 1.04× 10−4 1.000269

Table 1. Details of jet and ambient medium parameters used in different jet simulations. The variables
ρj (ρa), Θj (Θa), hj (ha),M, Lj represent the jet (ambient) mass density, jet (ambient) dimensionless temperature, jet (am-
bient) specific enthalpy, relativistic Mach number of jet beam, and the kinetic luminosity of the jet.

before (Ryu et al. 2006; Chattopadhya et al. 2013). A detailed description to build the code for a general EoS is given

in Ryu et al. (2006). The one-dimensional relativistic TVD code with CR EoS has also been recently used to study

the radiatively driven relativistic jets (Joshi et al. 2022b).

3. RESULTS

The jet is characterized as a narrow beam of hot and relativistic material traveling through the cold and denser

ambient medium. In Model OD, we present the basic structure of a relativistic jet plying through the ambient medium.

The initial surface of discontinuity between the jet material and the ambient medium is the CD or the working surface.

The supersonic jet material drives a shock (FS) in the ambient medium. The jet beam also contains a shock (RS),

behind the contact discontinuity where the bulk kinetic energy of the jet beam is converted into thermal energy. As the

jet advances and sweeps up the ambient medium in front and drives the FS, a back flow starts to develop around the

jet beam. This back flow is an important feature of highly supersonic jets. In this paper, we have studied three basic

models: Models A1-A4 are jet models with the same injection parameters but we compare solutions with different

compositions; Models B1-B4 are jets with the same enthalpy and jet power; Models C1-C4 are jets with the same

Mach number and their initial parameters are tabulated in Table 1.

3.1. Model OD: The large scale morphology of the jet

In Fig. 1 we have plotted the density contours along with the velocity vector field (white arrows) in the r-z plane

at different epochs to show the evolution of the jet of model OD. The supersonic jet advancing in a denser ambient

medium drives a bow shock FS. The ambient medium material ahead of the jet head is pushed in the transverse

direction, this leads to the formation of the overpressured and hot cocoon around the jet beam. In the initial phase

of evolution, the jet remains thin and propagates as a very narrow beam of relativistic plasma. As the jet ploughs

through the ambient medium, the jet head starts to expand and it develops backflow as shown in Fig.1(b). The

zoomed inset in Fig.1(c) shows the structure of the jet head, and the location of FS, CD, and RS are shown in the

inset. The sideways expansion and the formation of turbulent structures significantly reduce the propagation speed

of the jet. Further in time t ∼ 4 Myr and t ∼ 11.6Myr, the interaction of the backflow and the jet beam intensifies,

which causes the formation of multiple shocks, and a lot of structures start to form in the jet beam. In Fig.1(d) one

can clearly see that the interaction of back-flowing jet material with the jet beam results in perturbations in fluids

and these perturbations grow into the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (Norman et al. 1982) which are transported back

towards the jet nozzle as the jet advances ahead. The formation of vortex along the jet head and sideways expansion

is clearly visible from the density contours (Fig.1d).

3.2. The thermodynamic variables
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Figure 1. The density contours along with velocity vectors at various time steps as mentioned in the four panels (a —
t = 0.4Myr, b — t = 2.0Myr, c — t = 4.0Myr and d— t = 11.6Myr) for jet model OD. In panel (c) the FS, CD (jet-head) and
RS are shown. The jet is composed of electrons and protons or ξ = 1.
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Figure 2. The adiabatic index Γ (a), enthalpy h (b), and sound speed cs (c) as a function of Θ for various plasma compositions.

It follows from eqs. 4—7 any change in composition or Θ will affect the thermodynamic quantities like the enthalpy,

the sound speed, and the adiabatic index. In Fig. 2a-c we have plotted Γ, h, and cs as a function of Θ, respectively.

The composition parameter ξ is mentioned in the figure. It is very clear that for Θ > 1, Γ→ 4/3 and for low values

of Θ, Γ→ 5/3, for any values of ξ. However, for intermediate values, Γ depends on the composition of the gas. Since

Γ is the comparison of the random kinetic energy of the gas particles compared to the inertia of the same particles,

its lower value indicates that the gas is thermally relativistic. At a given Θ, the value of Γ does not monotonically

change with ξ. In some Θ range, ξ = 0.2 is thermally the most relativistic, while at some other range ξ = 0.5 is more

relativistic. The stars on the curves in Fig. 2a, indicate the injection values of the jet in models A1-A4. Similarly, h

is lowest for ξ = 0.0 gas, while for ξ = 0.2 it is highest for most values of Θ. So to attain the same value of h, the pair

plasma needs to be very hot. Conversely, for a given value of Θ, cs is highest for ξ = 0.2. The stars in Fig. 2b are

the injection values for the jet in models B1-B4. And similarly, the stars in panel c are the injection parameters for

models C1-C4.
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3.3. Model A: Same injection parameters

Figure 3. The contours of logarithmic density (log ρ) along with velocity vectors for various compositions. The injection
parameters ρj , Θj are kept same for all the jet models.

The evolution of jet is characterized by the injection velocity, the injected pressure, and density. In models A1–A4,

we have kept the same injection values for velocity, pressure, and density vj , pj , and ρj (see Table 1). The difference

between the models is in the compositions of the flow, in model A1 it is ξ = 0, A2 it is ξ = 0.2, in A3 ξ = 0.5, and

for A4 ξ = 1.0. The stars in Fig. 2a show the values of the injection parameters which are used for the simulation of

Models A1-A4. Despite fixing the value of Θ we can see that the various models have different sound speeds (hence

different Mach numbers) and also a difference in the adiabatic index. In Fig. 3a-d, we have plotted the density contours

and velocity vectors of models A1-A4. All the panels are plotted at t = 10.8Myr. The model-A2 with composition

ξ = 0.2 is the fastest and with the highest jet kinetic power. Pair plasma or ξ = 0.0 jet has the slowest propagation

speed. The large scale vortices form at an earlier time for the pair plasma jet and hence it loses the thrust forward,

resulting in a slower propagation speed. The jet structures behind the jet-head or CD are also different for different

compositions. We have also plotted the corresponding contours of the adiabatic index (Γ) for models A1-A4 in Fig.

4a-d. The beams of the jets with non-zero baryons i. e., (panels b, c, and d) are much hotter (Γ ∼ 4/3), while the
jet beam of pair-plasma jet (panel a) has regions where the jets become colder and the adiabatic index reaches values

Γ ∼ 1.5. The cocoon region is very hot for baryonic jets, but not so much for pair-plasma jet. It was pointed out

by Chattopadhyay & Ryu (2009) that electron-positron plasma is thermally less relativistic (i. e., rest mass energy

greater than the thermal energy) as is also shown in Fig. 2a. And since these simulations are for thermally driven

jets, the electron-positron jet is slowest and less hot. This is also clear from the enthalpy column of Table 1, where

hj is greatest for the jet with ξ = 0.2 (model A2), so the jet kinetic power (∝ h) will be highest for the jet of model

A2 and lowest for model A1. It was also pointed out by Chattopadhyay & Ryu (2009) and also from Table 1 of this

paper, that electron-proton jet is not the most relativistic.

3.4. Model B: Equal enthalpy models

In model A, we launched jets with the same injection parameters, but different compositions of the flow changed

the enthalpy of the jet. The specific enthalpy is related with the jet kinetic luminosity by

Lj = γ2ρhπR2
bvj erg s−1 (8)

which can be written as

Lj = γ2
(
ρa
η

)
hπR2

bvj erg s−1; η = ρa/ρj (9)
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Figure 4. Contours of adiabatic index for different models (A1-A4) at t = 10.8Myr.

Since the injection velocity is exactly same for all the models in this paper, therefore, from eq. 8, jet with higher

values of hj (injected value of h) will have higher values of Lj and therefore, it’s no wonder that the jet morphology

will depend on composition. So in model A, although the injection parameters are exactly the same, the composition

is different so the jets corresponded to different jet power Lj . And it turned out that, the jet with ξ = 0.2 has the

highest Lj for this value of hj . It is expected that a jet with higher kinetic luminosity will produce higher propagation

speeds and even the structures formed are influenced by Lj (Seo et al. 2021; Rossi et al. 2020; Massaglia et al. 2016).

Hence, in order to check the effect of composition, we tune the value of Θj in such a way that all the models with

different compositions have the same specific enthalpy and therefore with the same jet power. Assuming the ambient

medium density of the order of 10−4mp/cm3 (Ferrari 1998), we have calculated the jet power for all the models, which

is quoted in Table 1.

In Fig. 5(a)-(d) density contours and velocity vectors are plotted at t = 8.0 Myr for the jet models B1-B4. The

injection parameters correspond to the stars in Fig. 2b. We show that the propagation speeds and the structures

formed by the jets even after fixing the jet kinetic power differ with change in composition. In comparison to other

plasma compositions, ξ = 0.0 shows a higher number of turbulent structures. The jet head area is narrower for

composition ξ = 0.5 in comparison to other models. Once again the propagation speed of the jet with ξ = 0.0 is

the slowest, however, in this particular case ξ = 0.5 jet is fastest, followed by ξ = 1.0. Interestingly, out of the four

different models of jet with the same enthalpy, ξ = 0.5 has the strongest recollimation shock (compression ratio = 41

measured along the axis), while ξ = 0.2 has the strongest reverse shock (compression ratio = 16.7, measured along the

axis). In Fig. 6 a-d, we have plotted the contours of Θ. The Θ distribution shows the locations of hot-spots for these

models. The temperature contours show that the locations as well as the areas of the hot-spots are different for these

models. The structure of the Mach disk changes for different compositions.

3.5. Model-C: Same Mach number jets

The structure of the cocoon crucially depends on the Mach number of the jet. So, it is expected that the structure

of the jet head and cocoon will be different if the Mach number of the jet beam changes, and in model B the Mach

number of the jets were different although the jet power was same. Now we investigate the case when the injected

value of the Mach number of the jet is kept same for different values of composition. The value of Θj for Model C1-C4

is tuned in a way that the injected value of the sound speed of the jet beam remains same in every model even after

the variation in the composition parameter. Since all the jets are also launched with the same velocity, therefore in

this case, it implies that they are also launched with the same Mach number. The value of Θa is also tuned such that

the value of local sound speed in the ambient medium is same for all the models. The injection parameters of models

C1-C4 correspond to the stars in Fig. 2c. The contours of log γ at t = 11.6Myr are plotted in Fig. 7a-d for these
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Figure 5. The density contours along with velocity vectors for various compositions. The specific enthalpy is kept same for all
the jet models B1-B4.

Figure 6. The temperature (Θ) contours for models B1-B4.

simulations. The locations of recollimation shock in the jet beam are most clearly visible in this figure. The FS is the

leading blue curve. The jet head or CD has a dimple for the ξ = 1.0 jet (model C4). The propagation speed of the

ξ = 0.0 jet is the slowest while those due to ξ = 0.5 and ξ = 0.2 are similar.

It is intuitive that the jet will lose speed as it wades through the ambient medium due to the resistance offered

by the medium. However, a large number of numerical simulations have shown that for some initial conditions, jets

can be accelerated above the injected Lorentz factor by a significant margin. One of the simplest but very strong

hydrodynamic booster was suggested by Aloy & Rezzolla (2006). The production of a strong rarefaction wave near the

contact discontinuity accelerates the jet with an increase in overall propagation speed (Aloy et al. 2005; Hervet et al.

2017). In addition, the formation of many recollimation shocks (RCS) within the jet beam, may locally decelerate the
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Figure 7. The contours of Lorentz factor for different models C1-C4.

flow, but the associated rarefaction fan (RF) may enhance the local speed of the jet. In order to highlight this, we

have plotted the local Lorentz factor along z axis i.e., γ(0, z) (Fig. 8 a) and density ρ (0, z) (Fig. 8b) as a function

of z. The panels (top-bottom) in columns (a) and (b) of Fig. 8, show the variation of Lorentz factor and density for

models C1 (ξ = 0)-C4 (ξ = 1.0), respectively. In the top panel of 8(b) we have marked the positions of FS, RS, RCS,

and RF. The Lorentz factor is boosted to a value higher than the injected value in the first RF for all the models.

Likewise, all the sharp jumps in density and Lorentz factor are the locations of internal shocks in the beam. The

rarefaction fans are the regions between two internal shocks as shown in Fig. 8b. The rarefaction wave is an expansion

wave hence the velocity/Lorentz factor increases in this region, which is clearly visible. So there would be alternate

denser and rarer regions and correspondingly slower and faster regions within the jet beam. Therefore, if an RCS and

RF combination forms near the jet head then the jet propagation speed should also be higher. In Fig. 9a, we plot

the jet head positions on the jet axis as a function of time for the four jets described in models C1-C4. And in Fig.

9a, we plot the corresponding jet head velocity vjh as a function of time. From the jet head positions, it is clear that

the ξ = 0.0 jet (model C1) is the slowest. And out of the four jets, ξ = 1.0 (model C4, blue dashed) is slower than

the other two jet types. For these injection parameters, the jets decelerate at some time (around 2 Myr for ξ = 0.0

jet) but re-accelerates (around 4 Myr for ξ = 0.0). These are due to the formation of a combination of RF-RCS near
the jet head. For the jets containing baryons this reacceleration is somewhat at an earlier time. This deceleration and

re-acceleration of the jets are also clear from Fig. 9b, where we plot the velocity of the jet head surface along the

jet axis. Although overall the propagation speed of the pair-plasma jet is lower but can overshoot the speed of the

jet-head for other baryon containing jet.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

4.1. Discussion

The morphology of thermally driven relativistic jets has been studied by various authors (Mart́ı et al. 1997; Scheck

et al. 2002; Mizuta et al. 2004) each author focusing on large scale evolution and dynamics of relativistic jets. In this

paper, we have investigated the propagation of relativistic jets through a uniform ambient medium, using an approx-

imate but analytical relativistic equation of state (CR EoS), by performing axisymmetric, relativistic, hydrodynamic

simulation in cylindrical geometry. The code used in this paper is based on Harten’s TVD routine but adopted for

relativistic hydrodynamics and relativistic EoS (Ryu et al. 2006; Chattopadhya et al. 2013). Since relativistic flows are

hot, ionized, and can be thermally transrelativistic, the fixed Γ EoS is not compatible with the physics of the flow. A

relativistic plasma is composed of electrons and ions, and the information of the constituent particles is in the equation

of state. The equation of state on the other hand appears in the expression of state variables like momentum density
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Figure 8. (a) Jet Lorentz factor γ and corresponding (b) ρ as a function of z for different jet compositions at t = 11.6Myr.
FS, RS and the recollimation shock (RCS) are marked in the top most panel of column b. The flow variables along the spine
of the jet corresponds to models C1-C4.

and energy density of the flow. Therefore, the evolution of the flow should depend, in addition to other things, on the

composition too. The effect of composition has been shown in the case of accretion onto compact objects (Chattopad-

hyay & Ryu 2009; Chattopadhyay & Chakrabarti 2011; Chattopadhyay & Kumar 2016; Sarkar et al. 2020). In order to

reduce the number of free parameters we fixed the injection velocity vj = 0.995 fixed for all the models. We also fixed

the jet cross-section and the ambient medium density for all the models. Initially, we ran a generic jet simulation for

electron-proton (ξ = 1.0) jet (model OD) and showcase the generic features like the FS, CD, and RS, the back flowing

jet material, in addition to the formation of various recollimation shocks along the beam of the jet. Then we considered

models A1-A4 all starting with the same Θj but took four different values of ξ. In Fig. 2a injection parameters are

the stars on the curve, the adiabatic indices Γj and the corresponding sound speeds are different. This means that

the eigenvalues of the flow will differ for jets with different compositions, and therefore the eventual evolution of the

jets with different compositions would be different in terms of propagation speed, and also the structure of the jet as

is shown in Figs. (3, 4). The adiabatic index or Γ contour plots also show that it is the interaction that determines

the value of the adiabatic index along the jet beam and also in the cocoon. Electron-positron jets also shows a lot of

structure and are generally colder (Γ values are higher). In models B1-B4, jets with the same enthalpy are launched

(stars in Fig. 2b), and since all start with the same injection velocity, therefore, it means all of these jets are launched

with the same jet kinetic power. Even in this case, the jet propagation velocity and detailed structures depend on
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Figure 9. (a) Jet head position and (b) jet-head velocity vjh as a function of t for different jet compositions. The compositions
marked in panel a, corresponds to models C1-C4.

the composition parameter ξ. The jet with ξ = 0.5 is the fastest and ξ = 0.0 is the slowest, and turbulent structures

are more pronounced compared to jets containing protons. In the recollimation shock regions, the density enhanced

regions appear to coincide with the hot regions but not so in the jet head region. This would have an interesting

effect on the brightness and spectral morphology of the jets. The number of collimated shock regions is also more

compared to ξ = 0.0 jet. In models C1-C4, jets launched with the same Mach number, but different compositions are

investigated. The Lorentz factor contours exhibited the recollimation shocks more vividly. With these injection values,

the ξ = 0.2 and the ξ = 0.5 attain comparable speed, although the structures are different. The jet head structures

are different as well, the electron-proton jet head shows an inward dimple. In fact between t = 2− 4Myr, ξ = 0.0 jet

head speed exceeds that due to all other proton containing jets. But the initial inertia of proton carrying jets keeps

those jets ahead of the pair plasma jet. We have compared jets with the same injection parameters, same enthalpy and

injection speed and same Mach number and injection speed, but with different compositions. Since the information

of composition is in the local enthalpy of the jet, therefore the evolution of the jet in terms of propagation speed, or

the number of recollimation shocks, or the structure of the Mach disk etc depends on the composition, but the basic

structure of jet with a forward shock, jet-head (or contact discontinuity) and a reverse shock is seen for jets of all

compositions. Additionally, we have performed two dimensional (2D) axisymmetric simulation of jets, but the recent

three dimensional (3D) simulations (Rossi et al. 2020; Seo et al. 2021) highlight that differences in dimensionality can

lead to different physical outcomes. One may study the non-axisymmetric interaction of jets with the ambient medium.

It may produce more complex structures. In 2D energy cascade to smaller scales is not possible, the properties of

turbulence in 3D simulations are radically different (Massaglia et al. 2016). Hence, 3D simulations can provide more

realistic and complex results to quantify the effect of composition on the dynamics and structures of the jets.

4.2. Conclusions

Numerical simulation of the relativistic jet is a time-dependent study of a supersonic, relativistic beam of matter

flowing through a denser, colder medium. From a large number of simulations, it is common knowledge that jets

launched with the same injection parameters should evolve identically. However, our results (Models A1-A4) show

that despite fixing the injection parameters, jets with different compositions show a difference in terms of propagation

speeds and also the structures formed by the jets. The electron-positron jets are less relativistic (less hot and slower)

than jets with all other composition parameters. We also studied jet models (B1-B4) with same kinetic luminosity but

with different plasma compositions. Even after fixing the jet kinetic luminosity, we found out that the propagation

velocities are different, and the jet with ξ = 0.5 turned out to be the fastest and the jet composed of pair plasma is

slowest. The boosting mechanisms are important aspects of multi-dimensional jet simulations and the jets launched
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with the same initial Mach number (Models C1-C4) show that the reacceleration epochs vary with change in the

composition parameter. The electron-positron jets can overshoot the speed of the jet-head for other baryon containing

jets, but overall it remains slower than the jets containing baryons. It may be noted that we have chosen initial flow

parameters for different models which did not cause widely different injection values (Lj , hj etc are close by) yet there

is a notable difference between the pure leptonic and jets with baryon content. Conclusions might have been different

if we had chosen other parameters. For example, in Fig. 2 a, the Θj chosen keeps the ξ = 0.2 jet as thermally most

relativistic, but at lower Θj flows with other ξ might be more relativistic. All these cases show that the composition of

the jet is important in the eventual propagation and morphology of the jet and it cannot be predicted or parameterized

apriori.

We would like to thank the anonymous referee for their valuable comments and suggestions that greatly improved the

quality of this manuscript.
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